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Power Exchanges and Identity Loss in Désirée’s Baby 
Back 

By. Mary Kathryn Forsyth 

Throughout the years, racism and sexism have done nothing but create divisions within society itself and within 

the home. It has done its best to tear people apart and make certain minority groups powerless. The separation between 

races and sexes during the time of slavery created a power struggle and made finding and understanding one’s identity 

even more complicated than it is now. For women and black slaves during this time, identity was almost nonexistent 

because they had no power to make choices for themselves. Instead, their identity was created by whatever their masters 

or husbands expected from them. Because women and slaves had very little, if any, rights at the time of slavery, they 

were forced to do what they were told or else they would be risking everything they had and in some cases that even 

meant risking their own lives. Unless you were a white male citizen during the time of slavery, you didn’t have a place in 

society. When Kate Chopin gives both Désirée and Armand doubts about whether they were black or white, they deny it 

because they know that being black will make them outcasts and take away the freedom that they have always known. 

Even though they both deny having any black heritage, the days that follow the accusation change Désirée’s, Armand’s, 

and their baby’s lives; some for the better, and some for the worse. Kate Chopin shows the harmful consequences that 

slavery, sexism, and racism have on Armand as he starts to lose his identity while Désirée gains the power to take her 

son and leave him after the initial shock of being accused of being black wears off. 

By showing that Désirée is the first to be blamed for her baby not being white, Kate Chopin conveys the lack of 

power that women, specifically women of color, had during the time of slavery. Before Désirée and Armand are married, 

it does not matter to him that no one knows where she comes from or who her real parents are. When he is told that no 

one knows where she comes from and that she does not have a name, he doesn’t care because he can give her his own 

name. Chopin says, “Armand looked into her eyes and did not care. He was reminded that she was nameless. What did it 

matter about a name when he could give her one of the oldest and proudest in Louisiana?” (Chopin 539). Namelessness 

is a sign of someone with a lack of power, but since Armand does not expect a woman to have power anyway, it doesn’t 

matter if his wife’s lack of a name makes her powerless. Author and scholar, Ellen Peel, says, “Namelessness connotes 

not only femaleness but also blackness in antebellum society, where white masters can deprive black slaves of their 

names. Although Desiree's namelessness literally results only from her status as a foundling and a married woman, her 

lack of a name could serve figuratively as a warning to Armand that she might be black” (Peel 226). Even though Désirée 

lacks her own name, Armand does not care about her lack of an identity until she has a baby. Because Désirée absorbs 

his identity, it is not until she produces a child who he believes is black because of her, that he cares about who she is. 

When Désirée asks Armand what it means that her baby is the same color as the slave woman’s baby, Armand simply 

says that he isn’t white because Désirée isn’t white. There is no conversation about it and when she tries to defend 

herself he brushes her off and leaves. It doesn’t make a difference to him that she has lighter skin than him because in 

his mind, there is no way that he, a well-respected man, could pass on such a shameful gene. It is simply her fault 

because she is powerless in his eyes.Because Armand knows that Désirée doesn’t have any power, it is easy for him to 

blame her and push her away. 

Through Armand’s abandonment, Désirée gains enough power to leave him and take her baby with her. During 

the time of slavery, women were powerless and had to do what their husbands told them to do, but after Armand tells 

Désirée to go, she decides that she will take her baby and go back to her mother’s house where they are accepted. Kate 

Chopin says, “Désirée went in search of her child...She took the little one from the nurse’s arms with no word of 

explanation, and descending the steps, walked away, under the live-oak branches,” (Chopin 541). Instead of asking 

anybody’s permission or trying to explain her actions, Désirée goes and finds her baby and takes him. This would have 

also been considered strange because women in divorce situations were not allowed to keep their children, especially if 

they had brought disgrace upon their husband’s name like Désirée was being blamed for doing. It was even more strange 

that Désirée got to take and leave with her baby boy because they were both considered “black” and black mothers and 

children were often separated because they were treated as animals instead of human beings. Désirée no longer cares 

about all of the rules that are placed on her both by society and her husband at this point because she knows that it is 

now up to her to protect herself and her baby. 

As Désirée’s power kicks in and she takes her baby back, she leaves Armand’s plantation down a path that she 

has chosen for herself. If a woman was kicked out by her husband, shame would be on them and they would more than 

likely leave and die with no other way to take care of themselves. No one would want to help them because they would 

be considered an outcast to society since she is an outcast to her husband. However, Désirée doesn’t leave Armand with 

her head held down in shame. Kate Chopin says, “Her hair was uncovered and the sun’s rays brought a golden gleam 

from its brown meshes. She did not take the broad, beaten road which led to the far-off plantation of Valmondé” 

(Chopin 541,542). While it is true that Désirée leaves because her husband tells her to, she rejects the societal norm and 

does not take the “broad, beaten road”. By obeying Armand’s orders, she is set free to live her life. Chopin herself never 

says whether or not Désirée leaves and dies or lives, although some scholars and readers assume the line, “She 

disappeared among the reeds and willows that grew thick along the banks of the deep, sluggish bayou; and she did not 

come back again,” means that she kills herself when she leaves (Chopin 542). However, because Chopin leaves it open- 

ended, there is some hope for both Désirée and her baby that they are able to escape. Ellen Peel says, “We should turn to 

Desiree, who is absent from the ending. Although submissive, the young woman does have some power. Her boldest 

action is disappearance, but she does act. While she neither desires nor anticipates the havoc she wreaks, she does 

catalyze the entire plot” (Peel 232). Désirée herself most likely does not see the power that she possesses by leaving 

Armand, but those surrounding her can see that she has rebelled against him and also the idea of slavery because she is 

a “black” woman who is taking her child and walking freely away from an oppressive husband and slave owner. Since 

Désirée never returns to the home of Armand, she is not aware of the mess that he finds himself in after she takes her 

son and leaves, but the impact of her leaving, along with the note that he finds while burning her things is enough to 

show Armand’s power slipping away as Désirée rebels and gaines some power and freedom for herself. 

Armand’s identity begins to crumble as he comes to the realization that he is the son of a black woman just like 

he thought his son was before he sent Désirée and the baby away. Never in his life did Armand think that he had any 

black blood in his family 

or in himself, which is why he is so angry when he finds out that his son clearly has some black blood. Armand thinks 

that Désirée has brought shame upon his family name. Chopin says, “Moreover he no longer loved her, because of the 

unconscious injury she had brought upon his home and his name” (Chopin 541). When Armand sees that his son is not 

completely white, color is all that he can see. It is not until Désirée leaves Armand and takes her baby with her that he 

finds the note from his mother. Chopin says, 

“The last thing to go was a tiny bundle of letters; innocent little scribblings that Désirée had sent to him during the days 

of their espousal. There was the remnant of one back in the drawer from which he took them. But it was not Désirée’s; it 

was part of an old letter from his mother to his father. He read it. She was thanking God for the blessing of her 

husband’s love:— ‘But, above all,’ she wrote, ‘night and day, I thank the good God for having so arranged our lives that 

our dear Armand will never know that his mother, who adores him, belongs to the race that is cursed with the brand of 

slavery.’” (Chopin 542). 

Until this moment in time when Armand’s world comes crashing down around him, he has no idea that he is what he 

has been hating his son for all along. Not only that, but he has sent his wife away for doing nothing wrong even though 

his father had loved his mother despite the “sin” of having black bloodlines. Armand’s identity— everything that he has 

always thought that him and his name embody, no longer exist because their “proud” name will be destroyed if anyone 

ever finds out about Armand’s heritage. Ellen Peel says, “For Armand, his wife was originally a screen onto which he 

could project what he desired. When he found a black mark on the screen, he rejected it. Now he has learned that the 

mark was a reproduction of his own blackness. The mark, which he considers a taint, moves from her to him,” and 

“Armand at first rejects his baby for being the child of a white man and a black woman but then finds that the 

description fits him” (Peel 229). These two surprises, along with the fear of being enslaved and rejected by upper class 

society if anyone finds out about his secret, leaves Armand alone to deal with the guilt and identity crisis that he has to 

face. Armand starts to lose his power when he loses his identity because as a man with black blood, he knows that he is 

no longer considered a first-class citizen and he no longer has a wife or a son whom he can rule over. After losing his 

identity, Armand loses his power and is forced to live his life alone and scared of anyone learning his secret. 

Kate Chopin works to address the idea of “passing” and what it means to pass as white even if a person isn’t, 

through the character’s interactions with each other in Désirée’s Baby. Because she shows the characters opinions of 

each other both before and after they realize that someone has black blood, the reader gets a glimpse of what it would be 

like to be black and have the opportunities that white citizens did as long as they looked white. She also addresses the 

fact that it didn’t matter if a person had white blood because the “curse” of having the tiniest bit of black blood 

overshadowed all white blood that they did have. Because of the amount of babies that slave masters had with slave 

women, the number of those who were able to pass as being white continued to increase, causing the idea of “race” to 

crumble. In Désirée’s Baby, not only did the idea of race crumble, but also the idea of sex and identity. Because Désirée 

gained enough power to fight back against Armand while he lost power because he lost identity as a white man, Kate 

Chopin conveys how racism and sexism disintegrate as those affected by the ideas fight back. 
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A Journey for Survival: Leslie Marmon Silko 

and the Acculturation of the Pueblo People 

By. Heather Brunner back 

As humans, our very existence is dependent on growth and change. Physically, without growth we would be 

stuck in our infancy; helpless, with no chance of survival. Evolution and modification have always been essential to 

the survival and advancement of the many different races of people and cultures around the world. Laguna Pueblo 

writer and poet, Leslie Marmon Silko, is an advocate for the growth and survival of the Pueblo people and their 

culture. Her first full-length novel Ceremony, published in 1977, is a statement of what she believes is the only way her 

culture can survive in modern America. Ceremony is an expression of her belief that for Native American culture to 

continue to survive and become a stronger presence in the United States, Native Americans must make adaptations to 

their ancient ceremonies and rituals. Only this change and growth will keep their ceremonies and rituals, and 

therefore the people, strong. Without this evolution, Native Americans risk losing their culture to full assimilation 

into the dominant white world. Ceremony expresses the message that acculturation is necessary through the careful 

structuring of the novel, and its heavy emphasis on the mixed-racial identity of the characters Tayo and Betonie. 

Silko’s exposure to stories of alcoholic war veterans growing up in Laguna caused her to think about what it 

meant to preserve her culture in a new light. Yale University scholars Allan Chavkin and Nancy Feyl Chavkin co- 

wrote an essay discussing an unpublished essay Silko wrote for Viking Press. Silko’s essay explains the origins of the 

story for Ceremony and her intent for the novel. Ceremony began as a short story that was intended to be funny and 

light-hearted. Silko wanted to tell a story she heard growing up about a Laguna war veteran who would go to extreme 

lengths to drink. While writing the story, she realized that it was, in fact, not funny. Writing about the shame and 

embarrassment felt by the Laguna community regarding the alcoholism of their war veterans made Silko begin to 

wonder. Why was it that some vets could come home and figure out how to go on living, but many came home so 

deeply broken that they could not? She questioned if the failure of the ceremonies indicated that the community’s 

traditional beliefs were inadequate. She concluded that these rituals and ceremonies created thousands of years ago 

were not designed with twentieth-century warfare in mind (Chavkin and Feyl Chavkin 24). The ineffectiveness of 

these ceremonies brought Silko to the conclusion that there must be some adaptations made in the rituals to 

accommodate the modern world. Without the proper balance of old and new, the total assimilation of the Pueblo 

people would be imminent. Silko wrote Ceremony to make her thoughts about the need for the acculturation of her 

people known. 

Many elements in Ceremony make it a statement of the necessity of acculturation; the structure of the novel 

itself is key. The novel contains a disorienting mix of Western-style prose and the poetic style of the sacred stories of 

the Laguna people. The uncertainty of the reader is reflected in the confusion Tayo feels living in two separate worlds. 

As the novel progresses, the two styles seem to begin blending together. As the transitions flow more smoothly, the 

reader can start to make sense of what is happening. This change happens at the point in the story when the main 

character, Tayo, begins the ceremony of the progressive medicine man, Betonie. It starts with the story of Coyote Man, 

an ancient Pueblo Indian who has been transformed into a coyote, and the ceremony performed to bring him back to 

his people. Silko writes, “They made Pollen Boy in the center of the white corn painting…There were pinches of blue 

pollen at hisjoints,” (Silko 131). So far, this story has been given in the poetic style of a sacred story, but after this line 

the story continues in the familiar Western prose. The merge happens with the sentence, “He sat in the center of the 

white corn sand painting,” (Silko 131). Here, the story of Coyote Man becomes Tayo’s story. Tayo is sitting in the 

center of the sand painting; it is the same story now as it was then, only the people are different. The way the sacred 

stories and Tayo’s story flow together starts to become clear to the reader. Silko’s intent with her careful structuring is 

to provide an example of what it means to live in the liminal space of two drastically different cultures. Integrating 

new elements and old traditions to keep ancient ceremonies relevant assures that they are carried forward by the next 

generation. By merging two drastically different writing styles into a single book, Silko proves one cohesive, powerful 

and healing story can be created. 

The Pueblo ancestors were unable to create ceremonies capable of destroying the evils they could not anticipate. 

This can be seen in Tayo’s encounter with Ku’oosh, a traditional tribal medicine man. Ku’oosh can not understand 

how it is possible for Tayo to be unsure if he had killed anyone in the war. Silko writes: 

But the old man would not have believed white warfare- killing across great distances without 

knowing how many had died. It was all too alien to comprehend, the mortars and big guns; and 

even if he could have taken the man to see the target areas… the old man would not have believed 

anything so monstrous. (Silko 33) 

The fact that Ku’oosh, who is a symbol of the old, traditional ways, cannot fathom such horrible truths is 

representative of the Pueblo ancestor’s inability to foresee twentieth-century evils. How could a person who has never 

seen a firearm, or the devastation caused by an atomic bomb, know how to successfully combat them? 

The main character in Ceremony, Tayo, is symbolic of the confusion and despair felt by all Native American 

people caught existing between two worlds; ancient tribal culture and modern America. One of the most important 

elements to Tayo’s character is that he has a mixed-racial identity. His mixed-racial identity is the symbol of the two 

drastically different cultures the Pueblo find themselves caught between; his illness represents the anguish felt by the 

entire community. Through Tayo’s journey to cure the illness that afflicted him after his time in WWII, which today 

would be recognized as PTSD, Silko emphasizes the importance of balance and cultural hybridity. The military 

hospital pumps him full of mind-numbing drugs, causing Tayo to fade away in a drug-induced haze. When he returns 

home, his grandmother decides to bring Ku’oosh to help Tayo. Ku’oosh performs the traditional Scalp Ceremony but 

is unable to complete it when Tayo begins to vomit. Ku’oosh then says, “Some things we can’t cure like we used to, not 

since the white people came…I’m afraid of what will happen to all of us if you and the others don’t get well,” (Silko 

35). The traditional ceremony was not just ineffective on Tayo, but many of the other “pure” Pueblo war veterans as 

well. Silko is saying that the old ways are not enough for the issues faced by modern-day Pueblo. 

The healer, Betonie, is the most clear and direct representation of Silko’s ideas in the novel. Like Tayo, Betonie 

has a mixed-racial identity. This is significant to Betonie’s character, because a medicine man of “mixed blood” was 

something unheard of in Pueblo culture. Betonie’s mixed heritage lets him see the world from both sides, taking old 

ceremonies and improving them with modern elements to insure they are suited to deal with the witchery of the 

modern world. Betonie believes it is the witchery, not just white people, that are destroying the Pueblo. He says, “You 

don’t right off all the white people, just like you don’t trust all the Indians,” (Silko 118). Betonie is trying to make Tayo 

see that the white people are not the only ones who contribute to the loss of Pueblo culture. Pueblo people who refuse 

to recognize the modern world they live in are also to blame. Betonie also says: 

At one time, the ceremonies as they had been performed were enough for the way the world was 

then. But after the white people came, elements in the world began to shift; and it became necessary 

to create new ceremonies. I have made changes in the rituals. The people mistrust this greatly, but 

only this growth keeps the ceremonies strong. (Silko 116) 

This statement is a direct reflection of Silko’s belief that without the modernization of ceremonial rituals, they will be 

ineffective. This ineffectiveness will ultimately be the cause of the complete demise of Pueblo culture, because without 

growth their ceremonies cannot stay strong. 

Even though the Pueblo are fearful of Betonie’s ideas, he knows it is the witchery that has put the fear of 

change in their minds. It takes someone who is from both worlds to teach Tayo about what is really happening. 

Betonie is a product of the modern world, as is Tayo, and can teach Tayo how to accept every part of himself. When 

Tayo opens his mind to Betonie’s progressive ways, he is able to begin healing. Betonie says to Tayo, “That is the 

trickery of the witchcraft. They want us to believe all evil resides with white people. Then we will look no further to 

see what is really happening,” (Silko 122). Betonie is trying to make Tayo understand that just because an idea comes 

from white culture, that does not inherently make it evil. Indian witchery unleashed the white destruction on the 

world; making Indians partially responsible for their own devastation. The witchery wants to destroy all races across 

the world, and it intends to accomplish the destruction through wide-spread hate. The only way to ensure the survival 

of their race is to take power from everywhere they can, even whites, and create something new and stronger than 

before. That is the only hope they have in defeating the witchery and ensuring their survival. 

Silko has made it her mission to record Pueblo orature in the written form. She shows us with her work that 

literacy is essential for the growth and development of ceremonial life. Scholar Bernard Hirsch from the University of 

Nebraska has researched the blending of the oral tradition and the written word in the works of Leslie Silko. He 

discusses how even though writing a story down, “…freezes the words in space and time,” (Hirsh 1). It allows for 

individuals to create new storytelling events of their own. The flexibility and inclusiveness of the oral tradition means 

even writing has its place in the evolution of the story (Hirsch 2). The way Silko has chosen to blend two writing styles 

in Ceremony is an excellent example of what this type of liminality should look like. The combination of Western- 

style prose and traditional oral storytelling techniques make Ceremony a hybrid itself. It is only fitting that a story so 

focused on blending and change is itself something completely different from the norm. 

We live in a world that is constantly changing; this is a fact humanity cannot ignore. War and wide-spread hate 

threaten to destroy life as we know it. Betonie would say that the witchery has blinded us, so we cannot see what is 

really happening. Whatever the reason for the uproar our planet is in, there is a way to fight back. It is important to 

remember that Betonie’s ideas are not one-sided. We can all learn to be like Tayo and open our minds to each other’s 

ideas. If we are open to the idea of change and learning from other cultures, we open ourselves up to endless 

possibilities. Adopting a more modern idea from another source does not mean that a culture is being phased out. It 

means that the culture is alive and growing, progressive-minded and strong; it is possible to change and still hold onto 

the essence of who we are. Ceremony teaches us an important lesson in the power of hybridity. The strength we need 

to save our world is something that can only be created by joining together all our ideas and creating unified, cohesive 

solutions for our most globally pressing issues. If we do not find a way to work together, we are sure to destroy the 

world with our single-minded ideas of self-preservation. 
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“If You Believe It, I Believe It”: Finding Faith in 

Uncertainty in DeLillo’s Falling Man 

By. Tim Combes back 

The primary dilemma of being human is this: we require certainty in a world that does not freely offer 

it to us. Even the most faithful members of a religion experience doubt. Even the most staunch atheists 

sometimes gave upon the stars and wonder if maybe there is a God. If any absolute meaning exists in the 

universe, it is utterly unknowable— or, at least, not widely agreed upon. And a lack of absolute meaning 

requires men and women to construct their own. This fact of life lies at the core of Don DeLillo’s novel 

Falling Man. While the novel is centered around the events of September 11th, it is primarily about the ways 

in which its three main characters—Keith, Lianne, and Hammad—struggle to create structure out of life’s 

uncertainty. 

Even before being traumatized by the events of 9/11, Keith lacked a strong emotional center due to 

unfulfilled desires. In a conversation with Florence, he talks about how he once gave himself a year to 

pursue an acting career but quit after a mere two months and decided to go to law school instead. He made 

this choice not out of a desire to be a lawyer, but rather, as he puts it, because “‘what else? Where else?” 

(DeLillo 89). Later, Lianne theorizes openly to Keith that the root of his unfulfilled desires lies in him 

wanting to kill somebody. She is not fully convinced that this is the correct diagnosis, but knows that there 

is some deep-seated craving inside of Keith that is not being satiated: “it was in his skin, maybe just a pulse 

at the side of his forehead, the faintest cadence in a small blue vein. [Lianne] knew there was something 

that had to be satisfied, a matter discharged in full, and she thought this was at the heart of his restlessness” 

(DeLillo 214). His traumatic experiences in the World Trade Center on 9/11 only compounded this already 

present restlessness. 

Hammad deals with a similar lack of fulfillment, but its genesis is left more vague. DeLillo describes 

him as “a bulky man, clumsy, and thought all his life that some unnamed energy was sealed in his body, too 

tight to be released” (79). Little is given in the way of explaining how Hammad came to be involved in the 

9/11 terrorist plot, but it’s very likely that his reasons for joining are related to this sealed energy. Perhaps, 

unlike Keith, he is able to realize that the best way to expel this energy lies in murder. However, it is more 

likely that this unexpelled energy is symbolic of him wanting to make a mark on the world. “[Hammad] had 

to fight against the need to be normal. He had to struggle against himself, first, then against the injustice 

that haunted their lives” (DeLillo 83). Hammad genuinely wants to make a difference. Unfortunately, the 

injustices—which DeLillo leaves vague—he has dealt with throughout his life pushed him toward Islamic 

extremism rather than something constructive. 

Lianne lacks an emotional center in her life due to the suicide of her father, Jack. In the wake of an 

Alzheimer’s diagnosis, Jack chose to end his own life rather than slowly lose his brain to the disease. Lianne 

was only twenty-two when it happened and struggled to cope in its aftermath: “she tried to tell herself he’d 

done a brave thing. It was way too soon. There was time before the disease took solid hold but Jack was 

always respectful of nature’s little fuck ups and figured the deal was sealed” (DeLillo 41). She is torn 

emotionally by his decision. On one hand, she respects his ability to read between the lines and his resolve 

to not let the disease take him alive. On the other hand, there was still meaningful time left that they could 

have spent together. This unresolved tension continues to affect her well into her adulthood. 

Lianne’s involvement in the Alzheimer’s group is borne out of a desire to resolve this tension, to 

construct meaning out of her father’s suicide. She makes this realization herself after being reminded by Dr. 

Apter that the Alzheimer’s group is for the patients, not her: “it was possible that the group meant more to 

her than it did to the members. There was something precious here, something that seeps and bleeds. These 

people were the living breath of the thing that killed her father” (DeLillo 62). To Lianne, Jack’s death lacks 

meaning. He developed a terrible disease at random and killed himself as a reaction to that randomness. 

Lianne needs the Alzheimer’s patients in her life to feel that her father’s death was not completely 

meaningless. If she can construct something good in response to his death, she is therefore constructing 

meaning out of it; she is creating a world in which his death was not for nothing. 

Hammad becomes an Islamic extremist as his own way of making sense of the world. Hammad’s 

internal struggle with his beliefs are depicted soon after the reader first encounters him. Upon hearing one 

of his fellow jihadis blaming everything from thin walls to cramped toilets on the Jews, Hammad does not 

know how to react. “Hammad wasn’t sure if this was funny true or stupid. He listened to everything they 

said, intently” (DeLillo 79). Throughout the same chapter, Hammad is also described as secretly 

masturbating and having sexual relations with a woman he is not married to—two things that are heavily 

frowned upon by fundamentalist Muslims (DeLillo 80-82). The leader of his group, Amir (known 

infamously to the world as Mohamed Atta), soon rebukes Hammad for these sinful behaviors. Rather than 

causing him to feel alienated, this rebuke instead leads to Hammad doubling down on his commitment to 

his brethren: “there were rules now and he was determined to follow them. His life had structure. Things 

were clearly defined. He was becoming one of them now, learning to look like them and think like them. 

This was inseparable from jihad” (DeLillo 83). For all of his doubts, the comradery and structure he gets 

from jihad, or struggle, with his brothers gives his life order. It is important to note that throughout the 

entirety of the chapter, Allah is not mentioned once. This seems to be an intentional choice by DeLillo to 

emphasise how Hammad’s actions are less about his faith than they are about his religion (the rituals 

making up Islam). 

DeLillo uses the game of poker as a symbol for how Keith choses to deal with the randomness of life. 

Three years after 9/11, Keith’s thought process toward poker is described as such: 

The cards fell randomly, no assignable cause, but he remained the agent of free choice. 

Luck, chance, no one knew what these things were. These things were only assumed to 

affect events. He had memory, judgement, the ability to decide what is true, what is 

alleged, when to strike, when to fade. . . the game had structure, guiding principles, 

sweet and easy interludes of dream logic when the player knows that the card he needs 

is the card that’s sure to fall (DeLillo 211-212). 

In a world that Keith cannot understand—a world that is random, horrific, and unfair—poker gives him a 

sense of having agency over the world. This is why he leaves his family for weeks on end to play poker; he 

needs it in order to function. Fatherhood requires a certain level of emotional centeredness, something Keith 

lacks without poker. 

That being said, it would be wrong to categorize Keith as a gambling addict—at least in the traditional 

sense. Keith needs poker to function, yes, but this compulsion has nothing to do with gambling. This 

distinction is perhaps best illustrated by the fact that, although he enjoys watching them, Keith never bets 

on horse races. He sees an important difference between the nature of horse racing and poker: “call or raise, 

call or fold, the little binary pulse located behind the eyes, the choice that reminds you who you are. It 

belonged to him, this yes or no, not to a horse running in the mud somewhere in New Jersey” (DeLillo 212). 

Keith does not gamble on games in which the gambler does not have an active role. This would. therefore, 

also include: slot machines, craps, roulette, the lottery, and sporting events. His experiences on September 

11th stole from Keith whatever little understanding he had over his role in life and his ability to affect its 

outcome. To bet on events that he has no control over would only compound these feelings. In contrast, 

Keith being able to effectively read his opponents, evaluate his own hand, and make strategic moves to win a 

game of five-card draw is a microcosm for him learning manage the unpredictability of life. 

Keith also uses poker as a coping mechanism in the same way that many people do with organized 

religion. Keith first begins hosting weekly poker games at his apartment as a means of dealing with pain, 

namely his separation from Lianne. “Their separation had been marked by a certain symmetry, the steadfast 

commitment each made to an equivalent group. He had his poker game, six players, downtown, once a 

week” (DeLillo 29). Years later, after his experiences on September 11th, Keith begins travel around the 

country, playing poker at various casinos, spending increasing amounts of time away from his family. Keith 

clings to poker as a means of healing and centering after his traumatic experiences, just like many people do 

with religion. Terry Cheng, one of Keith’s former poker buddies, even makes a similar comparison: “‘There’s 

a game started in Los Angeles. Same thing, stud and draw. Younger crowd. Like early Christians in hiding. 

Think about it’” (DeLillo 203). While Terry is not attempting to make a point about coping here, DeLillo 

includes this as a subtle way to draw the reader to the connection between poker and religion. 

In fact, the chapter detailing Keith and his poker buddies’ escalating rules surrounding their poker 

nights can be seen as allegorical for the ways in which religious attitudes can begin to manifest in people. 

When the poker nights first began, Keith and his friends could do whatever they pleased: play whichever 

games they desired, eat whichever junk foods their cravings demanded, and drink whatever alcohol they set 

their hearts on. Quickly, however, they began to establish rules. First, they limited their game options to only 

five-card stud and five-card draw, and then they began to make rules about food. “How disciplined can we 

be, Demetrius said, if we are taking time to leave the table and stuff our jaws with chemically treated bread, 

meats, and cheeses” (DeLillo 97). After this, they decide to only drink dark liquors and one specific brand of 

dark German beer, and ban sports talk entirely, all on the altar of making “structure out of willful trivia” 

(DeLillo 97). Eventually, they limit their games to only five-card stud, but needlessly continue to announce 

the game before they play it, as a sort of “proud ritual” (DeLillo 99). Each time they introduce a new rule, 

DeLillo makes certain to mention that said rule is initially brought up as a joke. This mirrors the ways in 

which religious attitudes tend to take hold of and bastardize thought processes that begin as genuine faith. 

If God can be understood by man, then that suggests he is man made. If a true God exists, if there is an 

entity that is so far above man that he was able to create them, then he is by definition incomprehensible. 

But man is wired with a need to comprehend; one needs a certain amount of structure in order to feel 

secure, even if he or she knows on some level that that structure is a facade. 

Similarly, the narrowness of the jihadis’ worldview shields them from the tougher, more existential 

questions over their role in life. Soon before the attacks, Hammad comes to terms with sacrificing himself 

but begins to question the morality of taking the lives of so many “others.” He finds the courage to question 

Amir about this, and his response is striking: “Amir said simply there are no others. The others exist only to 

the degree that they fill the role we have designed for them. This is their function as others. Those who will 

die have no claim to their lives outside the useful fact of their dying. Hammad was impressed by this. It 

sounded like philosophy” (DeLillo 176). Rather than face the evilness of what they are about to do, the 

jihadis surround themselves with a rigid worldview that distances them from the guilt and conviction they 

would otherwise be feeling. As convenient as it is to think otherwise, the men who planned 9/11 were just as 

human as anybody else. In order to commit an act as heinous as the September 11th attacks, he or she must 

find a way to disconnect from empathy. Their plan was a tightrope walk, and their narrow worldview was 

the focal point keeping them from falling into the abyss. 

In this way, Keith and his poker buddies are not completely dissimilar to Hammad and the jihadis. 

Take this quote, for example: “They played it safe and regretted it, took risks and lost, fell into states of utter 

gloom. But there were always things to ban and rules to make” (DeLillo 99). In context, this quote is 

describing Keith’s poker nights. However, out of context, it could just as easily be describing Hammad and 

his fellow jihadis. The rigidity of the poker night rules acted as an ironic source of comfort for the ups and 

downs of poker. The highly defined nature of the rules counterbalanced the relative unpredictability of 

poker in the same way that the jihadis’ narrow worldview counterbalanced the immorality of their actions. 

This connection is further illustrated by the subconscious guilt that the poker group feels once they 

abandon their rules: “they tried not to wonder what four other players would think of them, in this wallow of 

wild-man poker, tombstone to tombstone in Cologne” (DeLillo 100). The “four other players” mentioned 

refers to a group of poker-playing friends in Germany who were so entrenched in their decades-long poker 

nights that they chose to be buried together in the same configuration as they sat at their card table. The 

reverence with which the poker group treats these men is akin to the respect Hammad has to the martyrs of 

the Ayatollah (DeLillo 238). While DeLillo never directly spells this out, one can imagine that Hammad 

would feel similar guilt of betrayal to the martyrs if he were to back out from the plan. These religious 

connections were by no means unintentional by DeLillo. Scholars have written at length about Falling Man’s 

religious undertones: “In this subterranean way—and also more explicitly than any of DeLillo's previous 

books—Falling Man becomes a religious novel. More specifically, it becomes an extended meditation on the 

possibilities or impossibilities of religious belief” (Conniff 48). 

Neither Keith nor Hammad fully come to terms with life’s randomness. At the novel’s chronological 

conclusion, Keith is no closer to filling the whole at the center of his life than he was at the beginning. He is 

in some random casino, away from his wife and child, doing wrist exercises that are no longer beneficial to 

him: “he did the full program every time, hand raised, forearm flat, hand down, forearm sideways . . . 

drawing it out, making it last. He counted the seconds, counted the repetitions” (DeLillo 236). Keith doing 

these complicated exercises long after necessary is representative of his inability to move on in life. He is 

unable to let go of the exercises just like he is unable to let go his inherent restlessness, even as it drives him 

further and further apart from the only living people that truly care about him. Hammad, meanwhile, is long 

dead by this point in the novel’s timeline. Admittedly, there is an argument to be made that perhaps he was 

right, and that he is in paradise at the novel’s conclusion. Regardless of the whether or not that is true, 

Hammad’s response to life’s randomness and injustice—that is, killing himself and many others—can only be 

said to represent him coming to terms with his death, not his life. He was unable to handle life, so he chose 

to give it up in a horrifying act of violence. Anyone can die for something; it is much harder to live for 

something. 

Lianne is the only character in the novel who is able to come to terms with the randomness of life. 

This is demonstrated in an interaction she as with Martin, her late mother’s lover, toward the end of the 

novel. It is hinted throughout the book that Martin, which is not his real name, was potentially once 

involved in a terrorist group in Germany. Nina, Lianne’s mother, was unable to handle this possibility after 

the events of 9/11. She was unable to disassociate him from the men that flew the planes into the World 

Trade Center, and this uncertainty may very well have sped up the rate of her already declining health. 

Lianne, however, has a different reaction to this uncertainty: 

she respected his secret, yielded to his mystery. Whatever it was he’d done, it was 

not outside the lines of response. She could imagine his life, then and now, detect 

the slurred pulse of an earlier consciousness. Maybe he was a terrorist but he was 

one of ours, she thought, and the thought chilled her, shamed her—one of ours, 

which meant godless, Western, white. (DeLillo 195) 

Lianne is able to “yield to [Martin’s] mystery” in a way that Nina never could. This ability to be content with 

not knowing demonstrates that Lianne has learned how to properly handle the randomness of life. That is, 

she has realized that she will never be able to fit life inside a neatly organized box, so she has decided not to 

even try. This newfound emotional centeredness is further demonstrated by her coming to terms with 

Keith’s prolonged absences: “she was ready to be alone, in reliable calm, she and the kid, the way they were 

before the planes appeared that day, silver crossing blue” (DeLillo 236). She has come to the point where 

she will allow Keith to figure out whatever he feels he needs to; his contentment, or lack thereof, no longer 

has any bearing on her own. 

The one silver lining for all of the characters still searching for meaning at the novel’s conclusion 

lies in an often repeated phrase throughout its pages: “if you believe it, I believe it” (DeLillo 216). This 

phrase, or some variation of it, is uttered countless times throughout the book, and holds the key to the 

meaning and order that all of the characters are searching for. It is symbolic of the meaning people can find 

within each other, within the people they love most. It is both is the reason why Keith came back to Lianne 

on September 11th, and the reason he cheats on her with Florence. In the wake of such a terrible event, the 

only source of truth that holds any weight is that which lies within another person. It may not be intrinsic 

truth, it may be an opinion, a shared feeling, or a mere touch or moment of eye contact, but it is the truth 

that binds people. If Keith could only realize this fact, maybe he would be able to come home for good. 

Lianne was right when she said Keith needed to kill somebody: he needs to kill himself. But not in the same 

way Hammad did—not in a physical way at all. Rather, Keith needs to kill his sense of self. He must put his 

restlessness and his ambition aside and come home to his son, who is growing up too fast, and his wife, who 

is at that very moment realizing that she does not need him. 
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A Balancing Act Between Cultures 
By. Jasmine Warner back 

For centuries, Native Americans have been faced with stereotypes and criticism that often times lack actual 

meaning to their culture. It’s equivalent to the racism that African Americans faced yet it is far less known. 

Overtime, Natives have been pushed to stand up for their beliefs and lifestyles while trying not to get caught up in 

the white washed world that was quickly overtaking their land. Keeping in touch with their roots became more 

difficult as whites squeezed their way in, ergo many found it challenging to balance the two worlds while still 

remaining true to themselves. Many Native authors have faced this idea head on in their works that showed 

characters juggling what they know and what they are being exposed to. Sherman Alexie and Louise Erdrich’s 

works represent Natives in a way that depict characters who learned to balance their culture and not internalize 

the stereotypes in order to survive. 

At a young age, Victor, the character from Alexie’s novel, The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven, is 

met with the challenge of balancing what he knows versus what he is being told during his years in school. 

Throughout the collection of short stories, the reader becomes familiar with his background and hardships. The 

beginning years of his life are highlighted in the short story entitled, “Indian Education,” where the reader is able 

to see how Victor changes through his years in school and how his surroundings influence his desires. From the 

first grade of wanting to get revenge on his bully, to the fourth grade of wanting to maybe be a doctor when he 

grows up, to the seventh grade of wanting to be with the white girl, to his last three years of understanding the 

treatment he had and how the history of Natives will affect his life forever. With this story in particular, Victor’s 

growth is being shown in a condensed version starting with the most impressionable years of his life. By attending 

a whitewashed school at such a young age, he could have easily fallen off of the “Native horse.” During the second 

grade, Victor has a missionary teacher that treats him differently than his peers. She sat him in a different area 

during a spelling test and gave him a more difficult set to spell. When he completed the test with satisfactory 

answers, she found it disrespectful and sent him home with a note telling his parents to cut his braids or keep him 

home from class (Alexie 173). This short story is the epitome of Natives in modern time because Victor is longing 

for acceptance and the ability to be himself, which is difficult when the people around him are telling him why it 

isn’t okay. 

Victor kept to who he was, despite the action of his peers, and didn’t partake in certain acts to fit in with 

everyone else. During Victor’s eighth grade year, he describes the sound of “white girls’ forced vomiting” and how 

he once confronted one of them by asking for their lunch since she would just be throwing it up anyway (Alexie 

177). He compares this instant to how he was happy with the food his mother brought home despite its awful 

taste. Both instances describe Victor and the girl growing “skinny from self-pity” followed by “there is more than 

one way to starve” (Alexie 177). Aside from the gender difference, Victor wasn’t falling victim to the norm of the 

white girls. This section provides an example of how each culture struggles differently, but more importantly how 

Victor didn’t follow in the tracks of his peers. 

Another character that deals with balancing two cultures is Victor’s childhood friend, Thomas, who does so 

in quite a different way from Victor; which brings an apparent imbalance of lifestyles between the two characters 

and the internal imbalance that they juggle alone. In the short story, “This is What It Means to Say Phoenix, 

Arizona,” the readers are met with Victor, who has long since graduate, and has recently been hit with the news of 

his father’s passing. Victor and Thomas embark on a journey to Arizona to retrieve his father’s ashes and 

belongings. There is a distinct difference between the two friends; Victor, at this point in life, seems to be more in 

touch with the white ways, while Thomas is still deeply in tune with their Native culture. With the insertion of 

flashback scenes in the story, the reader is given glimpses of what life was like prior to where the two characters 

are at today. They show a kind of falling out between the two boys and how they evolved overtime. In the 

flashback where the boys are going to watch the fireworks on the Fourth of July, Thomas says to Victor, “It’s 

strange how us Indians celebrate the Fourth of July. It ain’t like it was our independence everybody was fighting 

for” (Alexie 63). This scene in particular shows how aware and thoughtful Thomas is. Victor, on the other hand, 

tells Thomas that he thinks too much; showing how he didn’t let these events get to him. It seems as though 

Thomas only attended events like this with his friends to feel included, not because he actually enjoyed them. 

As the journey progresses, Victor becomes more aware of their differences and starts to feel guilty for the 

way he has slipped away from his roots. Thomas was the friend he didn’t know he needed until their travels 

because he made Victor open his eyes to the fact that he changed in a way that he didn’t like. This emotion can be 

seen when the two return home, “Victor was ashamed of himself. Whatever happened to the tribal ties, the sense 

of community? The only real thing he shared with anybody was a bottle and broken dreams” (Alexie 74). This is 

how Victor internalized the stereotypes; by drinking and feeling sorry for himself. It was a moment of weakness 

that was broken after he spent ample time with Thomas. He was reminded of the ways he should be juggling life’s 

events and how he shouldn’t be falling into the stereotypical Native category. 

As shown by Victor, Natives have to work twice as hard to defend their true lifestyles because of the 

involvement of white culture that makes it harder to walk an authentic Native path. In the essay, Custer Died for 

Your Sins, by Vine Deloria, the author touches upon the idea of what it’s like to be a Native living in the modern 

world. He discusses the idea of how many white people are proud to say they have Native in their blood, but 

choose the most widely known tribes to be a descendant of such as the Cherokees. When sharing this 

information, it is common for the person to claim that they were a receiver of this bloodline through their 

grandmother or a woman figure because no one wanted to be in relations to the horrible, savage Indian (Deloria 

3). This is the opposite standpoint from the Natives who are balancing the two cultures. Whites in today’s society 

seem to feel like they have an understanding of who the Natives were through the half-told stories they learned in 

school, meeting a Native, reading books, and watching movies and TV documentaries. Due to incorrect sources 

such as these, Deloria states, “The more we try to be ourselves the more we are forced to defend what we have 

never been” (2). With whites trying to be involved with a culture they only half want to appreciate causes more 

issues for the Natives. By not being fully informed, it isn’t beneficial at all. 

A Native lifestyle can be demanding when surrounded by a primarily white culture that is regularly critical. 

Erdrich conveys the idea of living a culturally balanced lifestyle while showing sides of humor and pain that 

comes along with it in a similar yet different way than Alexie with her poem, Dear John Wayne. The poem depicts 

a group of Natives going to a drive-in to watch a Western film starring John Wayne. Wayne is the face of the 

poem because he is the epitome of Western films. These films, like all, are for entertainment purposes, so the film 

writers were okay with bending the truth if it meant that audiences would be entertained. Erdrich’s piece is 

lighthearted and it can be shown in the line, “A few laughing Indians fall over the hood slipping in the hot spilled 

butter” (Stanza 6 Line 1-2). The Natives found it ridiculous that people actually buy into these films, but they, 

personally, are trying to be unbothered by the absurd portrayal. This also seems to be the feelings of Deloria when 

people share that they too have Native blood and how Victor’s parents found the note sent home to be laughable. 

Along with this idea, whites are typically shown as though they believe they are superior to Natives. The 

mosquitos in the poem are a metaphor for the whites. Mosquitoes are blood sucking insects that take until they’re 

fully satisfied, whether the host wants it or not. The whites did the same and what’s ironic about this is the fact 

that Wayne, the star of these awful portrayals, died of cancer, which is a disease that took over his body against 

his will. This isn’t to say that the Natives never fought back, they typically did if they needed to take action. Much 

like “the bear,” they weren’t provoked unless they had a good reason (Erdrich Stanza 3 Line 6). It’s painful to the 

Natives that they have to defend their identity and their land because they settled the land long before whites 

stepped foot on American soil. This feeling of pain in the poem can be translated in not only Alexie’s work, but in 

Deloria’s work as well. 

The characters depicted in these author’s works defy the odds of embodying the stereotypes that society 

expected them to fall into. The characters are trying not to internalize the white customs in order to fit in or feel 

accepted. They don’t allow what they are being told to affect the lives they are pursuing even though it is 

extremely difficult due to how plentiful the white population is. As stated by Deloria, “Everywhere an Indian turns 

he is deluged with offers of assistance, with good, bad, and irrelevant advice, and with proposals designed to cure 

everything from poverty to dandruff. Rarely does anyone ask an Indian what he thinks about the modern world” 

(225). It isn’t uncommon for whites to believe that Natives are stuck in the past or that they fill the stereotypical 

“Indian mold.” They are more interested in providing them with their opinion and mindset as opposed to letting 

them follow their own path. It goes along with the idea of whites feeling superior and how their ways are the best. 

It can leave one pondering 

what it would be like if the Natives were constantly pushing their beliefs and culture down the throats of the 

whites. How would they react if the tables were turned? 
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